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Learn how to: select dogs, build a team, train and condition, choose harnesses, sleds and

equipment (AND how to repair them!), understand your dogs behavior, and care for them, including

dealing with injuries on and off the trail. The Collins explain how to train and condition a team for all

types of racing, recreational mushing, and work. How to make money with a dog team, how to

prepare for a wilderness expedition, and lots more. Interwoven with amuzing incidents from the

authors' own experiences in the Alaskan bush.
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This is an excellent book for beginners as well as professional. It is the most detailed and updated

book on the market. Covering finding the right dog, proper gear and how to use it (detailed photos)

quality of food, daily care, medical needs, breeding, training, recreational, distance and sprint

racing. I reccommend it to ALL beginner mushers.

Dog Driver by Miki and Julie Collins is a book all who have ever wanted to drive a team, who are

driving a team, or who have drove a team should have. It has something for everyone.While

considered a 'beginners bible' it has much to offer the established dog driver. Any dog drivers who

feel that they dont need it are the ones who do need it.The Collins Twins are probably the two best

known dog mushers in Alaska who arenot on one of the competitive racing circuits, they are known

for their competence and ability in getting a dog team from point A to point B . This book is a



distillation of their experiences in a wide range of situations, and they have presented it in a clear

and straight-forward manner.They cover the topics in a thorough and effective manner, from getting

started to trekking and racing. If sled dogs are your interest, you will want this book.

Although the title implies that the book is for the "serious musher", it should properly read "any

musher". Topics include nutrition, training, health care, distance and sprint racing, camping,

breeding, buying, skijoring, etc. Each is dealt with in a practical and understandable manner.

To drive a team of dogs through the Alaskan tundra is a unique adventure few will experience. Now

in a newly revised and expanded edition, "Dog Driver: A Guide for the Serious Musher" is a

complete and comprehensive guide to arctic dog training and racing, covering everything about the

sport from breeding all the way to training, dog retirement, and more. Not just for races, a dog sled

team can be a viable choice for transportation in harsh, cold environments where there's nowhere to

land a plane, let alone drive a car. With indexes, bibliographies, and more, "Dog Driver" is an

absolute must as a reference for dog runners or simply those who want to participate in the sport.

"Excellent seller, very fast and dedicated to solve the difficulties. I recomend it very much"

Newest addition of this classic is updated and chock full of info for mushers from beginner to expert.

Loved every minute of it, and wanted more.
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